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THE 'TANGLE OF PATHOLOGY" IN THE NEGRO GHETTO AND THE
FAMILY'S ROLE IN IT ARE ADAPTATIONS TO CONDITIONS CREATED BY
A DOMINANT WHITE CASTE. THE NEGRO "VICTIMIZES" HIMSELF AND
OTHER HEcnC5:, A rx,,ccss :BEN MOST CLEARLY
WITHIN THE FAMILY
IN WHICH THE VICIIMIZATInN PROCCCC CC7H rgrrA::::: THE
INDIVIDUAL FOR GHETTO LIFE AND IMPEDES FUNCTIONING IN OTHER
ENVIRONMENTS. THE CASTE SYSTEM IS THE MALEFACTOR, NOT THE
FAMILY PER SE. MOST NEGRO WOMEN MARRY EARLY, HAVE MORE THAN
ONE PERMANENT MATE, AND HEAD THE HOUSEHOLDS OF 47 PERCENT OF
POOR, URBAN NEGRO FAMILIES. ALTHOUGH SEEING THEIR OWN FAMILY
STRUCTURE AS THE ONLY VIABLE ONE UNDER THE CIRCUMSTANCES,
NEGROES RECOGNIZE ITS DIFFERENCE FROM FAMILY LIFE IN THE REST
OF SOCIETY. STUDIES TRACING THE PATTERN OF LIFE FROM
ADOLESCENCE TO MATING AND FAMILY FORMATION SHOW THE BASES FOR
MALE AND FEMALE ROLE MODELS WITH THEIR INHERENT IDENTITY
PROBLEMS. THE PARENTS IN A NEGRO FAMILY VIEW HUMAN NATURE AS
BAD, DESTRUCTIVE, AND IMMORAL. THEREFORE, IN THE COURSE OF
HIS DEVELOPMENT OF AN IDENTITY, THE CHILD SEES HIMSELF AS BAD
IN A HOSTILE, DESTRUCTIVE WORLD. TO SURVIVE IN THE NEGRO
GHETTO, INDIVIDUALS DEVELOP A MANIPULATIVE - EXPRESSIVE LIFE
STYLE, A STRATEGY OF VIOLENCE, AND A CONSTRUCTION OF LIMITED
GOALS. REMEDIES TO INCREASE THE NEGRO'S SELF- ESTEEM AND
ENHANCE HIS IDENTITY REQUIRE DRASTIC SOCIOECONOMIC,
POLITICAL, LEGAL, AND EDUCATIONAL CHANGES, INITIATED
PRIMARILY BY THE WHITE SOCIETY. (NH)
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But can a people . . . live and develop for over three hundred
;cacti:1g? ATE Amarican Negroes simply the
bq

creation of white Men, or have they u least helped create
themselves vui

what they ffiv.../ around them? Men have

made a way of life in caves and upon cliffs, why can net
Ufa upt,a the horns of the white man's
American Negro life is, for the iliegru ta,-;

7.701,,w6if Isai.-6 MC&

dilemma?

. . .

live it, not only a burden (and not always that) bit :,Leo a
discipline just as any human life which has endured so long
is a discipline teaching its own insights into the human conditions, its own strategies of survival. . . .

For even as his life toughens the Negro, even as it brutalizes
him, sensitizes him, dulls him, goads him to anger, moves him
to irony, sometimes fracturing and sometimes affirrning his
hopes; even as it shapes his attitude towards family, sex, love,
religion; even as it modulates his humor, tempers his joyit
conditions him to deal with his life and with himself. Because
it is his life and no mere abstraction in someone's head. He
must live it and try consciously to grasp its complexity until he
can change it; must live it as he changes it. He is no mere product of his socio-political predicament. He is a product of interaction between his racial predicament, his individual will and
the broader American cultural freedom in which he finds his
ambiguous existence. Thus he, too, in a limited way, is his own
creation.

Ralph Ellison
As LONG as Negroes have been in America, their marital and family
patterns have been subjects of curiosity and amusement, moral in-*
dignation and self-congratulation, puzzlement and frustration, con-

cern and guilt, on the part of white Americans.1 As some Negrcez

have moved into middle-class status, or acquired standards of
American common-man respectability, they loo have shared these
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Crucible of Identity
attitudes toward the private behavior of their fellows, sometimes
with a moral punitiveness to rival that of whites, but at other times
with a hard-headed interest in causes and remedies rather than
moral evaluation. Moralism permeated the subject of Negro sexual,
marital, and family behavior in the polemics of slavery apologists
and abolitionists as much as in the Northern and Southern civil
rights controversies of today. Yet, as long as the dialectic of good
or bad, guilty or innocent, overshadows a concern with who, why,
and what can be, it is unlikely that realistic and effective social
planning to correct the clearly desperate situation of poor Negro
families can begin.
This paper is concerned with a description and analysis of slum
Negro family patterns as these reflect and sustain Negroes' adaptations

:ma jt1,30ra1 sitsofinn into which they
Ulna. Ac ctieh it deals with facts
are born and in whirl, they

of lower-class hie that are usually forgotten or ignored in pelt:
LL. fa.2,17 in tRP bptief
W erpr
nat.
that to do so can lead only to assumptions which would frustrate
efforts at social reconstruction, to strategies that are unrealistic in
the light of the actual day-to-day reality of slum Negro life. Further,
this analysis will deal with family patterns which interfere with the
efforts slum Negroes make to attain a stable way of life as workingor middle-class individuals and with the effects sacs failure in turn
has on family life. To be sure, many Negro familim live in the slum
ghetto, but are not of its culture (though even they, and particularly

their children, can be deeply affected by what happens there ).
However, it is the individuals who succumb to the distinctive family
life style of the slum who experience the greatest weight of depriva-

tion and who have the greatest difficulty responding to the few
self-improvement resources that make their way into the ghetto. In
short, we propose to explore in depth the family's role in the "tangle
of pathology' which characterizes the ghetto.
The social reality in which Negroes have had to make their lives
during the 450 years of their existence in the western hemisphere
has been one of victimization "in the sense that a system of social
relations operates in such a way as to deprive them of a chance to
share in the more desirable material and non-material products of
a society which is dependent, in part, upon their labor and loyalty."

In making this observation, St. Clair Drake goes on to note that
Negroes are victimized also because "they do not have the same
degree of access which others have to the attributes needed for
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rising in the general class systemmoney, education, 'contacts,' and
Inow-ho iv.' "2 The -victimization process started with slavery; for
350 years thereafter Negroes worked out as best they could adaptations to the slave status. After emancipation, the cultural mechanisms which Negroes bad developed for living the life of victim
continued to be serviceable as the victimization process was maintained first under the myths of white supremacy and black inferiority, later by the doctrines of gradualism which covered the fact
of no improvement in position, and finally by the modern Northern
system of ghettoization and indifference.
When lower-class Negroes use the expression, 'Tell it like it is,"

they signal their intention to strip away pretense, to describe a
situation or its participants as they really are, rather than in a polite
or euphemistic way. "Telling it like it is" can be used as a harsh,

aggres.,-ive device, or it can be a healthy attempt to face reality
rather than retreat into fantacv In am, MCP, ac 64 ones about his
field work, the participant observer studying a ghetto commullizy
learns to listen carefully to any exchange preceded by such an announcement because he knows the speaker is about to express his
understanding of how his world operates, of what motivates its
members, of how they actually behave.
The first responsibility of the social scientist can be phrased in
much the same way: "Tell it like it is." His second responsibility is
to try to understand why "it" is that way, and to explore the implications of what and why for more constructive solutions to human
problems. Sock] research on the situation of the Negro American
has been informed by four main goals: (1) to describe the disadvantaged position of Negroes, (2) to disprove the racist ideology
which sustains the caste system, (3) to demonstrate that responsibility for the disadvantages Negroes suffer lies squarely upon the
white caste which derives economic, prestige, and psychic benefits
from the operation of the system, and (4) to suggest that in reality
whites would be better rather than worse off if the whole jerry-built

3
i
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caste structure were to be dismantled. The successful accomplishment
of these intellectual goals has been a towering achievement, in which

the social scientists of the 1920's, '30S, and '40's can take great
pride; that white society has proved so recalcitrant to utilizing this
intellectual accomplishment is one of the great tragedies of our
time, and provides the stimulus for further social research on "the
white problem."
Yet the implicit paradigm of much of the research on Negro
174
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Americans has been an overly simplistic one
concentrating on two
terms of an argument:

White cupidity

Negro suffering.

As an intellectual shorthand, and
even more as a civil rights slogan,
this simple model is both justified and essential. But,
as a guide to
greater understanding of the Negro situation as human adaptation
to human situations, the paradigm is totally
inadequate because it
falls to specify fully enough the process by which
Negroes adapt to
their situations as they do, and the limitations
one kind of adaptation places on possibilities for subsequent
adaptations. A reassessment of previous social research, combined
with examination of
current social research on Negro ghetto communities,
suggests a
more complex, but hopefully more vertical, model:
White cupidity
creates
Structural Conditions Highly Inimical to Basic Social AdaptatY'll
avarlabiiity, pocr tx 1.1,tion, poor services,
stigmatization)
to which Negroes adapt
Social and Personal ResponsesbY
which
vidual in his punishing world but alsoserve to sustain the indigenerate aggressiveness
toward the self and others
which results in
Suffering directly inflicted by Negroes on themselves E,Ild
on
others.

In short, whites, by their greater
power, create situations in which
Negroes do the dirty work of caste victimization for them.
The white caste maintains a cadre of whites whose special
responsibility is to enforce the system in brutal
or refined ways (the
Kan, the rural sheriff, the metropolitan
police, the businessman
who specializes in a Negro clientele,
the Board of Education). Increasingly, whites recruit to this cadre
middle-class Negroes who
can soften awareness of victimization by their
protective coloration.
These special cadres, white and/or Negro,
serve dke very important
function of enforcing caste standards by
whatever means seems
required, while at the same time concealing from
an increasingly
"unprejudiced" public the unpleasant facts they would
prefer to
ignore. The system is quite homologous
to the Gestapo and concentration camps of Nazi Germany, though less fatal to its victims.
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For their part, Negroes creatively adapt to the system in ways
that keep them alive and extract what gratification they can find,
but in the process of adaptation they 2.::e constrained to behave in
ways that inflict a great deal of suffering on those with whom they
make their lives, and on themselves. The ghetto Negro is constantly
confronted by the immediate necessity to suffer in o.der to get what
he wants of those few things he can have, or to make others suffer,
or bothfor example, he suffers as exploited student and employee,
as drug user, as loser in the competitive game of his peer-group
society; he infl!cts suffering as dislo7a1 spouse, petty thief, knifeor gun-wielder, petty con man.

It is the central thesis of this paper that the
caste-facilitated
infliction of suffering by Negroes on other Negroes and on themselves appears most poignantly within the
coAifines of the family,

and that the victimization process as it operates in families
prepares
and toughens its members to function in the ghetto world,
at the
same time that it seriously interferes with their ability to operate
in any other urnrld. Thin, however, is very different from arning
ihtit -the iamay is to blame" for the deprived
situation ghetto
Negroes suffer; rather we are looking at the logical
outcome of the
operation of the widely -A, ;led and interccrinc...-a--.1-.-g cue system.
In the end we will argue that only palliative result can be
expected from attempts to treat directly the
disordered family patterns
to be described. Only a change in the original "inputs"
of the caste
system, the structural conditions inimical to basic social
adaptation,
can change family forms.
Almost thirty years ago, E. Franklin Frazier
that the
fate of the Negro family in the city would be aforesaw
highly destructive one. His readers would have little reason to be surprised at
observations of slum ghetto life today:
As long as the bankrupt system of southern agriculture
exists, Negro
families will continue to seek a living in the
towns and cities. . . . They
will crowd the slum areas of southern cities
or make their way to northern cities where their families will become disrupted
and their poverty
will force them to depend upon charity .8
. . .

The Autonomy of the Slum Ghetto
Just as the deprivations and depredations
practiced by white
society have had their effect on the personalities
and social life of
Negroes, so also has the separation from the ongoing social
life of
176
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the white community had its effect. In a curious way, Negroes have
had considerable freedom tri fashion their own adaptations
their separate world. The larger society provides thety with few
resour-ls but also with minimal interference in the N egro cornmur...y on matters which did not seem to affect whit 3 interests.
Because Negroes learned early that there were a great many things
they could not depend upon whites to provide they del, eloped their
own solutions to recurrent human issues. These solutions can often
be seen to combine, along with the predominance of elements from
white culture, elements that are distinctive to the Islugro group.
Even more distinctive is the configuration which etiterges from
those elements Negroes share with whites and those' which are
different.

It is in this sense that we may speak of a Negro subculture, a

distinctive patterning of existential perspectives, technilaes for coping with the problems of social life, views about what, is desirable
and undesirable in plrlirrillor situations. This subculilli, e, and part-lc:alai-1y ibut of the lower-class, the slum, Negro, can bt: seen as his

own creation out of the elements available to him in response to
(1) the conditions of life set by white society and (9.)
selecti-,-;,freedom which that society allows (or must put up with given the
pattern of separateness on which it insists).
Out of this kind of "freedom" slum Negroes have built a culture
which has some elements of intrinsic value and many more elements

that are highly destructive to the people who must Jive in it. The
elements that whites can value they constantly borrow. Negro arts
and language have proved so popular that such cart nentators on
American culture as Norman Mailer and Leslie Fiedler have noted
processes of Negro-ization of white Amerkans as a minor theme of
the past thirty years.4 A fairly large proportion of Negroes with
national reputations are engaged in the occupation (11 diffusing to
the larger culture these elements of intrinsic value.
On the negative side, this freedom has meant, as tccial scientists
who have studied Negro communities have long coctanented, that
many of the protections offered by white institutions stop at the
edge of the Negro ghetto: there are poor police protection and enhavement of civil equities, inadequate schooling and medical service, and more informal indulgences which whites all cw Negroes as
a small price for feeling superior.
For our purposes, however, the most important 11: ing about the
freedom which whites have allowed Negroes vvitlin their own
177
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world is that it has required them to work out their own ways of
malting it from day to day, from birth to death. The subculture that
Negroes have created may be imperfect but it has been viable for
centuries; it behooves both white and Negro leaders and intellectuals to seek to understand it even as they hope to change it .5
Negroes have created, again particularly within the lower-class
slum group, a range of institutions to structure the tasks of living
a victimized life and to minimize the pain it inevitably produces.
In the slum ghetto these institutions include prominently those of
the social networkthe extended kinship system and the "street
system" of buddies and broads which tie (although tenuously and
unpredictably) the 'members" to each otherand the institutions
of entertainment (music, dance, folk tales) by which they instruct,
explain, and accept themselves. Other institutions function to pro%mpence frc tho anmaty nt the victimized: the church (Here
after!) and the civil rights movement (Now!).
The Functional Autonomy of the Negro Family

At the center of the matrix of Negro institutional life lies the
family. it is in the family that individuals are trained for participation in the culture and find personal and group identity and continuity. The " freedom" allowed by white society is greatest here,
and this freedom has been used to create an institutional variant
more distinctive perhaps to the Negro subculture than any other.
(Much of the content of Negro art and entertainment derives exactly from the distinctive characteristics of Negro family life.) At
each stage in the Negro's experience of American lifeslavery,
segregation, de facto ghettoizationwhites have found it less necessary to interfere in the relations between the sexes and between
parents and children than in other areas of the Negro's existence.
His adaptations in this area, therefore, have been less constrained
by whites than in many other areas.
Now that the larger society is becoming increasingly committeCi
to integrating Negroes into the main stream of American life, ho.

ever, we can expect increasing constraint (benevolent as it may
be) to be placed on the autonomy of the Negro family system.'
These constraints will be designed to pull Negroes into meaningful

integration with the larger society, to give up ways which are.
inimical to successful performance in the larger society, and t3
adopt new ways that are functional in that society. The strategic
178
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questions of the civil rights movement and of the war on poverty
are ones that have to do with how one provides functional equivalents for the existing subculture before the capacity to make r life
within its confines is destro yed.
The history of the Negro family has been. ably documented by
historians and sociologists.7 In slavery, conjugal and family ties were
reluctantly and ambivalently recognized by the slave holders, were
often violated by 4:1-em, but proved nee.* azy to the slave system.
This necessity stemmed both from the profitable offspring of slave
sexual unions and the necessity for their nurture, and from the fact
that the slaves efforts to sustain patterns of sexual and parental
relations mollified the men and women whose labor could not
simply be commanded. From nature's promptings, the thinning
memories of African heritage, and Lee example and guilt-ridden permission of the slave holders, slaves constructed a partial family
system and sets of relations that generated conjugal and familial
serithaierits. The slave holder's recogniiion in advertiseznente for runaway slaves of marital and family sentiment s motivations for
absconding provides one indication that strong family ties were

nn.eaagh

ail
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mother-centered family with its emphasis on the primacy of the
moth( child relation and only tenuous ties to a man, then, is the
legacy of adaptations worked out by Negroes during slavery.
After emancipation this family design often also served well to
cope with the social disorganization of Negro life in the late nineteenth century. Matrifocal families, ambivalence about the desirability of marriage, ready acceptance of illegitimacy, all sustained
some kind of family life in situations which often made it dfficult
to maintain a full nuclear family. Yet in the hundred years since
emancipation, Negroes in rural areas have been able to maintain
full nuclear families almost as well as similarly situated whites. As
we will see, it is the move to the city that results in the very high
proportion of mother-heeded households. In the rural system the
man continues to have important functions; it is difficult for a
woman to make a crop ley herself, or even with the help of other
women. In the city, however, the woman can earn wages just as a
man can, and she can receive welfare payments more easily than he
can. In rural areas, although there may be high illegitimacy rates
and high rates of marital disruption, men and women have an
interest in getting together; families are headed by a husband-wife
pair much more often than in the city. That pair may he much less
179
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stable than in the more prosperous segments of Negro and white
communities but it is more likely to exist among rural Negroes than

among urban ones.
The mairifocal character of the Negro lower-class family in the
United States has much in common with Caribbean Negro family

patterns; research in both areas has done a great deal to increase
our understanding of the Negro situation. However, there are im-

portant differences in the family forms of the two areas.8 The impact
of white En reppan family models has. be= muck gr...tcir in the

United States than in the Caribbean both because of the relative
population proportions of white and colored peoples and because
equalitarian values in the United States have had a great impact
on Negroes: even when they have not on whites. The typical Caribbean mating pattern is that women go through several visiting and

common-law unions but eventually marry; that is, they marry legally
only relatively late in their sexual lives. The Caribbean marriage is
the crowning of a sexual and procreative career it is r_sonsfderca a
serious and difficult step.
In the United States, in contrast, Negroes marry at only a slightly

lower rate enci euglat
nary relatively early in their careers; marriage is not regarded as
the same ldnd of crowning choice and achievement that it is in the
Caribbean. For lower-class Negroes in the United States marriage
ceremonies are rather informal affairs. In the Caribbean, marriage is
regarded as quite costly because of the feasting which goes along
with it; ideally it is performed in church.
In the United States, unlike the Caribbean, early marriage confers a kind of permanent respectable status upon a woman which
she can use to deny any subsequent accusations of immorality or
promiscuity' once the marriage is broken and she becomes sexually
involved in visiting or common-law relations. The relevant effective
status for many Negro women is that of "having been married"
rather than "being married"; having the right to be called "Mrs."
rather than currently being Mrs. Someone-in-Particular.
For Negro lower-class women, then, first marriage has the same
kind of ixaportance as having a first child. Both indicate that the girl
has become a woman but neither one that this is the last such activity in which she will engage. It seems very likely that only a minority of Negro women in the urban slum go through their childrearing years with only one man around the house.

.8.orag the Negro urban poor, then, a great many women have
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the experience cf heading a family for part of their mature lives,
and a great many children spend some part of their normative years
in a household without a Lather- mother pair. From Table 1 we see
TABLE 1
Proportion of Female Heads for Families with Children
by Race, Income, and Urban-Rural Categories
Fegroes

under $3000
$3000 and over
Total

Rural

Urban

Total

18%

47%
8%
23%

36%
7%
21%

38%
4%
7%

22%
3%
6%

5%
14%

Whites

under $3000
$3000 and over

Total

12%
2%

4%

Source: U. S. Census: 1960, PC (1) D. U. S. Volume,
Table 225; State Volume, Table 140.

that in 1960, forty-seven per cent of the Negro poor urban families

with children had a female head. Unfortunately cumulative statistics Pre hard to come by; but, given this very high level for a
cross - sectional sample (and taking into account the fact that the
median age of the children in these families is about six years ), it
seems very likely that as many as two-thirds of Negro urban poor
children will not live in families headed by a man and a woman

throughout the first eighteen years of their lives.
One of the other distinctive characteristics of Negro families,
both poor and not so poor, is the fact that Negro households have
a much higher proportion of relatives outside the mother-fatherchildren triangle than is the case with whites. For example, in St.
Louis Negro families average 0.8 other relatives per household compared to only 0.4 for white families. In the case of the more prosperous Negro families this is likely to mean that an older relative
lives in the home providing baby-sitting services while both the husband and wife work and thus further their climb toward stable
working- or middle-class status. In the poor Negro families it is
much more likely that the household is headed by an older relative
who brings under her wings a daughter and that daughter's children.
It is important to note that the three-generation household with the

grandmother at the head exists only when there is no husband
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present. Thus, despite the
high
holds in this group and despiteproportion of female-headed housethe high proportion of
that contain other relatives,
households
we find that almost all married
in the St. Louis Negro
couples
slum community have
their own household.
In other words, when
a couple marries it establishes
hold; when that couple
its own housebreaks up the mother
either maintains that
household or moves back to her
parents
or
grandparents.
Finally we should note that
Negro
slum
children than do either
families have
white slum families or stable working-more
middle-class Negro families.
and
tility sharply in the interest ofMobile Negro families limit their fermore fully to the few children bringing the advantages of mobility
they do have. Since the Negro
slum famit, is both more likely that
to have the
father absent and more
likely to have more children
in the family, the mother
has a more
demanding task with fewer
resources
at
her
examine the patterns of life of
disposal When
the stem family we shall see that we
the presence of several
even
mothers does not necessarily
work load for the
lighten the
principal mother in charge.
The Formation and

Maintenance of

Families
We will outline below
the several stages and forms
lower-class family life. At
of Negro
many
points
these
family forms and the
interpersonal relations that
exist
within
them
will be seen to have
char Icteristics in
common with the life styles of
families." At other points there
white lower-class
are differences, or the Negro
will be seen to be
patter:
more sharply
stable working- and middle-class divergent from the family life of
couples.
It is important to
recognize that lower-class
their particular family forms
Negroes know that
are different from those of the
the society and that,
rest of
though they
senting the only ways of behaving often see these forms as repregiven their circumstanccs. they
also think of the
more stable family forms of the
more desirable. That is,
working class as
lower-class Negroes know what the
American family* is supposed
to be like, and they consider "normal
a stable
family-centered way of life
superior
to
the
conjugal
and
situations in which they often
familial
find themselves. Their
the good American life
conceptions of
include the notion of a father-husband
functions as an adequate
who
provider and interested
family, a hard working
member of the
home-bound mother who is concerned
her children's welfare and
about
her husband's needs, and
look up to their
children who
parents and perform well
in
school
and
other out1R2
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side places to reflect credit on their families. This image of what
family life an be like is very real from time to time as lower-class
men and women grow up and move through adulthood. Many of
them make efforts to establish such families but find it impossible to
do so either because of the direct impact of economic disabilities or

because they are not able to sustain in their day-to-day lives the
ideals which they hold." While these ideals do serve as a meaningful guide to lower-class couples who are mobile out of the group,
for a great many others the existence of such ideas about normal
family life represents a recurrent source of stress within families as
indivquals become aware that they are failing to measure up to the
ides
r as others within the family and outside it use the ideals as
an aggressive weapon for criticizing each other's performance. It is

not at all uncommon for husbands or wives or children to try to
hold others in the family to the norms of stable family life while
they themselves engage in behaviors which violate these norms. The
effect of such criticism in the end is to deepen commitment to the
deviant sexual and parental norms of a slum subculture. Unless they

are careful, social workers and other professionals exacerbate the
tendency to use the norms of "American family life" as weapons by
supporting these norms in situations where they are in reality unsupportable, thus aggravating the sense of failing and being failed
by other: which is chronic for lower-class people.
Going together. The initial steps toward mating and family formation in the Negro slum take place in a context of highly developed

boy? and girls' peer groups. Adolescents tend to become deeply
involved in their peer-group societies beginn:lig as early as the age
of twelve or thirteen and continue to be involved after first pregnancies and first marriages. Boys and girls are heavily committed
both to their same sex peer groups and to the activities that those
groups carry out. While classical gang activity does not necessarily
characterize Negro slum communities everywhere, loosely-knit peer
groups do.

The world of the Negro slum is wide open to exploration by
adolescent boys and girls: "Negro communities provide a flow of
common experience in which young people and their elders share,
and out of which delinquent behavior emerges almost imperceptibly."'s More than is possible in white ^lum communities, Negro
adolescents have an opportunity to interact with adults in various
high life" activities; their behavior more often represents an identification with the behavior of adults than an attempt to set up
183
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group standards and activities that differ from those of adults.
Boys and young men participating in the street system of peergroup activity are much caught up in games of furthering and en-

hancing their status as significant persons. These games are played
out in small and large gatherings through various kinds of verbal
contests that go under the names of "sounding," signifying," and
"working game? Very much a part of a boy's or man's status in this

group is his ability to win women. The man who has several
women 'up tight" who is successful in "pimping off" women for

sexual favors and iraterial benefits, is much admired. In sharp contrast to white lower-class groups, there is little tendency for males to
separate girls into "good" and 'bad" categories." Observations of
groups of Negro youths suggest that girls and women are much
more readily referred to as "that bitch" or "that whore" than they
are by their names, and this seems to be a universal tendency carrying no connotation that "that bitch" is morally inferior to or different
from other women. Thus, all women are essentially the same, all
women are legitimate targets, and no girl or woman is expected to
be virginal except for reason of lack of opportunity or immaturity.

From their participation in the peer group and according to
standards legitimated by the total Negro slum culture, Negro boys
and young men are propelled in to direction of girls to test their
"strength" as seducers. They are mercilessly rated by both their
peers and the opposite sex in their ability to 'talk" to girls; a young
man will go to great lengths to avoid the reputation of having a
"weak' line."
The girls share these definitions of the nature of heterosexual
relations; they take for granted that almost any male they deal with
will try to seduce them and that given sufficient inducement (social
not monetary) they may wish to go along with his line. Although
girls have a great deal of ambivalence about participating in sexual
relations, this ambivalence is minimally moral and has much more
to do with a desire not to be taken advantage of or get in trouble.
Girls develop defenses against the exploitative orientations of men
by devaluing the significance of sexual relations ("he really didn't
do anything bad to me"), and as time goes on by developing their
own appreciation of the intrinsic rewards of sexual intercourse.
The informal social relations of slum Negroes begin in adolescence to be highly sexualized. Although parents have many qualms
about boys and, particularly, girls entering into this system, they
seldom feel there is :such they can do to prevent their children's
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sexual involvement. They usually confine themselves to counseling
somewhat hopelessly against girls becoming pregnant or boys being

forced into sitiations where they might have to marry a girl they
do not want to marry.
Girls are propelled toward boys and men in order to demonstrate

their maturity and attractiveness; in the process they are constantly exposed to pressures for seduction, to boys "rapping" to
them. An active girl will "go with" quite a number of boys, but she
will generally try to restrict the number with whom she has intercourse to the few to whom she is attracted or ( as happens not infrequently) to those whose threats of physical violence she cannot
avoid. For their part, the boys move rapidly from girl to girl seeking

to have intercourse with as many as they can and thus build up
their "reps." The activity of seduction is itself highly cathected;
there is gratification in simply 'lancing to" a girl as long as the boy
can feel that he has acquitted himself well.
At sixteen Joan Bemias enjoys spending time with three or four very
close girl friends. She tells ur they follow this routine when the girls
want to go out and none of the boys they have been seeing lately is
available: "Every time we get ready to go someplace we look through
all the telephone numbers of boys we'd have and we call them and talk
so sweet to them that they'd come on around. All of them had cars you
see. (I: What do you do to keep all these fellows interested?) Well
nothing. We don't have to make love with all of them. Let's see, Joe,
Albert, and Paul, out of all of them I've been going out with I've only

d sex with four boys, that's all." She goes on to say that she and her
girl friends resist boys by being unresponsive to their lines and by brerk-

ing off relations with them on the ground that they're going nut with
other girls. It is also clear from her comments that the girl friends support each other in resisting the boys when they are out together in
grouPs.

Joan has had a relationship with a boy which has lasted six months, but

she has managed to hold the frequency of intercourse down to four
times. Initially she managed to hold this particular boy off for a month
but eventually gave in.

Becoming pregnant. It is clear that the contest elements in relationships between men and women continue even at relationships
that become quite steady. Despite the girls' ambivalence about
sexual relations and their manifold efforts to reduce its frequency,
the operation of chance often eventuates in their becoming pregnant.15 This was the case with Joan. With this we reach the second
stage in the formation of families, that of premarital pregnancy. (We
are outlining an ideal-typical sequence and not, of course, implying
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that all girls in the Negro slum culture become pregnant before they
many but only that a great many of them do.)
Joan was caught despite the fact that she was considerably more
sophisticated about contraception than most girls or young women
in the group ( her mother had both instructed her in contraceptive
techniques and constantly warned her to take precautions). No one
was particularly surprised at her pregnancy although she, her boy
fricrid, her mother, and others regarded it as unfortunate. For girls
in the Negro shnn, pregnancy before marriage is expected in much
the same way that pal cnts expect their children to catch mumps or

chicken pox; if they are lucky it will not happen but if it happens
people are not too surprised and everyone knows what to do about
it. It was quickly decided that Joan and the baby would stay at
home. It seems clear from the preparations that Joan's mother is
making that she expects to have the main responsibility for caring
for the infant. Joan seems quite indifferent to the baby; she shows
little interest in mothering the child although she is not particularly
adverse to the idea so long as the baby does not interfere too much
with her continued participation in her peer group.
Establishing who the father is under these circumstances seems
to be important and confers a kind of legitimacy on the birth; not
to know who one's father is, on the other hand, seems tie ultimate
in illegitimacy. Actually Joan had a choice in the imputation of
fatherhood; she chose J.B. because he is older than she, and because
she may marry him if he can get a divorce from his wife. She could

have chosen Paul (with whom she had also had intercourse at
about the time she became pregnant), but she would have done this
reluctantly since Paul is a year younger than she and somehow this
does not seem fitting.

In general, when a girl becomes pregnant while still living at
home it seems taken for granted that she will continue to live there
and that her parents will take a major re nsibility for rearing the
children. Since there are usually siblings who can help out and even
siblings who will be playmates for the child, the addition of a third
generation to the household does not seem to place a great stress on
relationships within the family. It seems common for the first preg-

nancy to have a liberating influence on the mother once the child
is born in that she becomes socially and sexually more active than
she was before. She no longer has to be concerned with preserving
her status as a single girl. Since her mother is usually willing to take
care of the child for a few years, the unwed mother has an oppor186
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tunity to go out with girl frieiscis and with men and thus become
more deeply involved in the peer-group society of her culture. As
she has more children and perhaps marries she will find it necessary
to settle down and spend more time around the house fulfilling the
functions of a mother herself.
It would seem that for girls pregnancy is the real meamre of
matiwity, the dividing line between adolescence and wor lanhood.
Perhaps because of this, as well as because of the ready resources
for child care, girls in the Negro scum community show much less
concern about pregnancy than do girls in the white lower-class
community and are less motivated to marry the fathers of their
children. When a girl becomes pregnant the question of marriage
certainly arises and is considered, but the girl often decides that she
would rather not marry the man either because she does not want to
settle down yet or because she does not think he would make a good
husband.
It is in the easy attitudes toward premarital pregnancy that the
matrifocal character of the Negro lower-class family appears most
clearly. In order to have and raise a family it is simply not necessary,
though it may be desirable, to have a man around the house. While
the AFDC program may make it easier to maintain such attitudes in
the urban situation, this pattern existed long before the program
was initiated and continues in families where support comes from
other sources.
Finally it should be noted that fathering a child similarly confers
maturity on boys and young men although perhaps it is less salient
for them. If the boy has any interest in the girl he will tend to feel
that the fact that he has impregnated her gives him an additional
claim on her. He will be stricter in seeking to enforce his exclusive
rights over her ( though not exclusive loyalty to her). This exclusive
right does not mean that lie expects to marry her but only that there
is a new and special bond between them. If the girl is not willing to
accept :,uch claims she may find it necessary to break off the relation-

:1'2 rather than tolerate the man's jealousy. Since others in the

peer group have a vested interest in not allowing a couple to be too
loyal to each other they go out of their way to question and challenge each partner about the loyalty of the other, thus contributing
to the deterioration of the relationship. This same kind of questioning and challenging continues if the couple marries and represents
one source of the instability of the marital relationship.
Getting married. As noted earlier, despite the high degree of
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premarital sexual activity aanfl the raft tner high proporduii of
pre-marital pregnancies, most lower-class Negro men and women eventually do marry and stay together for a shorter or longer period of
time. Marriage is an intimidating prospect and is approa shed am-.
bivalently by both parties. For the girl it means giving up a familiar
and comfortable home that, unlike some other lower-class subcul
tures, places few real restrictions on her behavior. (While marriage
can appear to be an escape from interpersonal difficulties at home,
these difficulties seldom seem to revolve around effective restrictions

placed on her behavior by her parents.) The girl also has good
reason to be suspicious of the likelihood that men will be able to

perform stably in the role of husband and p:rovider; she is reluctant
to be tied down by a man who will not prove to be worth it.
From the man's point of view the fickleness of women makes
marriage problematic. It is one thing to have a girl friend step out on
you, but it is quite another to have a wife do so. Whereas premarital sexual relations and fatherhood carry almizt no el mnotation
of responsibility for the welfare of the partner, marriage is; supposed
to mean that a man behaves more responsibly, becoming a provider
for his wife and children even though he may not be expected to
give up all the gratifications of participation in the street system.
For all of these reasons both boys and girls tend to have rather
negative views of marriage as well as a low expectatior that marriage will prove a stable and gratifying existence. When marriage
does take place it tends to represent a tentative commitment on the
part of both parties with a strong tendency to seek greater commitment on the part of the partner than on canes own part. Marriage
is regarded as a fragile arrangement hell together primarily by
affectional ties rather than instrumental concerns.
In general, as in white lower-class groups, the decision to many
seems to be taken rather impulsively." Since everyone knows that
sooner or later he will get married, in spite of the fact that he may
not be sanguine about the prospect, Nego lower -clays men and!
women are alert for clues that the time has arrived. The time may
arrive because of a pregnancy in a steady relationship that seems
gratifying to both partners, or as a way of getting out of what seems
to be an awkward situation, or as a self-indulgence daring periods
when a boy and a girl are feeling very sorry for thems:elves. Thus,
one girl tells us that when she marries her husband will cook all of
her meals for her and she will not have any housework; another girl
says that when she marries it will be to a man who has plenty of
188
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money and will have to take her out often and really show her a
good time.
Boys see in marriage the possibility of regular se)1: al intercourse

without having to fight for it, or a girl safe from vonereal disease,
or a relationship to a nurturant figure who will fulf I:. the functions
of a mother. For boys, marriage can also be a way c If asserting their
independence from the peer group if its demands b xome burdensome. In this case the young man seeks to have tile best of both
worlds."
Marriage as a wl,. mt of an unpleasant situation can be seen in
the case of one of our informants, Janet Cowan:
Janet has been going with two men, one of them married and the other
single. The married man's wife took exceptioa to their relationship and
killed her husband. Within a week Janet and her f ingle boy friend,
Howard, were married. One way out of the turmoil the murder of her
married boy friend stimulated (they lived in the sang; building) was to
choose marriage as a way of "settling down." Howm, er, of marrying
the new couple seemed to have little idea bow to set themselves up as a

family. Janet was reluctant to leave her parents' home because her

parents cared for her two illegitimate children. Howard was unemployed
and therefore unacceptable in his parent-in-law's home, nor were his own
parents willing to have his wife move in with them. Howard was also
reluctant to give up another girl friend in another art of town. Although
both he and his wife maintaiaed that it vras all right for a couple to step
out on each other so long as the other partner '4J. not know about it,

they were both jealous if they suspected anything of this kind. In the
end they gave up on the idea of marriage and went their separate ways.
In general, then, the movement toward marriage is an uncertain and
tentative one. Once the couple does settle down 4mgether in a household of their own, they have the problem of working out a mutually
acceptable organization of rights and duties, expectations and performances, that will meet their needs.

Husband-wife relations. Characteristic of both the Negro and
white lower class is a high degree of conjugal role segregation.18
That is, husbands and wives tend to think of themselves as having
very separate kinds of functioning in the instrumental organization
of family life, and also as pursuing recreationcl and outside interests

separately. The husband is expected to be a provider; he resists
assuming functions around the 'home so long a s he feels he is doing

his proper job of bringing home a pay check. He feels he has the
right to indulge himself in little ways if he is tuccessful at this task.
The wife is expected to care for the home torid children and make
her husband feel welcome and comfortable. Much that is distinctive
k
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to Negro family life stems from the fact that husbarttis el'
ter. are hui
Nimble providers. Even when a particular man is, his wife's conception of men in general is such that she is pessimistic abot t the likelihood that he will continue to do well in this me-t. A great many
Negro wives work to supplement the family income. When this is
so
the separate incomes earned by husband and wife tend t be treated
not as "family" income but as the individual property of the two
persons involved. If their wives work, husbands are likely to feel that
they are entitled to retain a larger share of the
income they provide;
the wives, in turn, feel that the husbands have no right to benefit from
the purchases they make out of their own money. There is, then,
"my money" and your money." In this situation the husband may

come to feel that the wife should support the children out of her
income and that he can retain all of his income for himself.
While white lower-class wives often are very mucli intimidated
by their husbands, Negro lower-class wives come to feel that they
have a right to give as good as they get. If the husband indulges
himself, they have the right to indulge themselves. If! the husband
steps out on his wife, she has the right to step out on him. The commitment of husbands and wives to each other seems often a highly
instrumental one after the "honeymoon" period.
Maly wives feel
they owe the husband nothing once he fails to perform his provider
role. If the husband is unemployed the wife increasingly refuses
to
perform her usual duties for him. For example one, woman, after
mentioning that her husband had cooked four eggs for himself,
commented, "I cook for him when he's working but right now he's
unemployed; he can cook for himself." It is important, however, to
understand that the man's status in the home depends not so much
on whether he is working as on whether he brings money into the
home. Thus, in several of the families we have studied in which the

husband receives disability payments his status is as well-recognized
as in families in which the husband is working."

Because o: the high degree of conjugal role segregation, both
white and Negio lower-class families tend to be matrifocal in comparison to middle-class families. They are matrifocal in the sense

that the wife makes most of the decisions that keep the family going
and has the greatest sense of responsibility to the family. In
white as
well as in Negro lower-class families women tend to look to their
female relatives for support and counsel, and to treat their
husbands
as essentially unintevested in the day-to-day problems of family living." In the Negro lower-class family these tendencies are all con190
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siderably exaggerated so that the matrifocality is much clearer than
in white lower-class families.
The fact that both sexes in the Negro slum culture have equal
income, sex,
right to the various satisfactions of life ( earning an
family redrinking, and peer-group activity which conflicts with
sponsibilities) means that there is less pretense to patriarchal
authority in the Negro than in the white lower class. Since men find
the overt debasement of their status very threatening, the Negro
family is much more vulnerable to disruption when men are temporarily unable to perform their provider roles. Also, when men are
unemployed the temptations for them to engage in street adventures
which repercuss on the marital relationship are much greater. This
often seem
fact is well-recognized by Negro lower-class wives; they
husbands will do instead
as concerned about what their unemployed
of working as they are about the fact that the husband is no longer
bringing money into the home.
disloyalty by denying
It is tempting to cope with the likelihood of
the usual norms of fidelity, by maintaining instead that extra-marital
affairs are acceptable as long as th ,y do not interfere with family
functioning. Quite a few informants tell us this, but we have yet to
observe a situation in which a couple maintains a stable relationship
under these circumstances without a great deal of conflict. Thus
and
one woman in her forties who has been married for many years
and then illustrated
has four children first outlined this deviant norm
how it did not work out:
My husband and I, we go out alone and sometimes stay all night. But
a thing and I don't ask
when I get back my husband doesn't ask me
suspected
be was going out
I
him anything. . . . A couple of years agodaughter
was here. I told her
on me. One day I came home and my
the
bedroom
and got into
to tell me when he left the house. I went into
minutes
and
bed and then I heard him come in. He left in about ten
I
got
out
of
bed
and
my daughter came in and told me he was gone.
him walking
put on my clothes and started following him. Soon I saw
They
were just
began
walking
after
them.
with a young girl and I

laughing and joking right out loud right on the sidewalk. He was carryabout
ing a large package of hers. I walked up behind them until I wasdecided
and had
a yard from them. I had a large dirk which I opened
Just
when
I decided to
slash
across
the
both
of
them.
to take one long
Anyway,
I didn't
balanceI
have
a
bad
hip.
swing at them I lost my

and he
cut them because I lost my balance. Then I called his name shaking
He
didn't
move
at
all.
He
was
turned around and stared at me.

all over. That girl lust ran away from us. He still had her package so the
next day she called on the telephone and said she wanted to come pick
it up. My husband washed his face, brushed his teeth, took out his false
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tooth and started scrubbing it and put on a clean shirt and everything,
just for her. We went downstairs together and gave her the package and
she left.

So you see my husband does run around on me and it seems like he
does it a lot. The thing about it is he's just getting too old to be pulling
that kind of stuff. If a young man does it then that's not so badbut an
old man, he just looks foolish. One of these days he'll catch me but I'll
just tell him, "Buddy you owe me one," and that'll be all there is to it.
He hasn't caught me yet though.

In this case, as in ethers, the wife is not able to leave well enough
alone; her jealousy korces her to a confrontation. Actually seeing her
husband with another woman stimulates her to violence.
With couples who have managed to stay married for a good many
years, these peccadillos are tolerable although they generate a great
deal of conflict in the marital relationship. At earlier ages the partners are likely to be both prouder and less innured to the hopeless-

ness of maintaining stable relationships; outside involvements are
therefore much more likely to be disruptive of the marriage.
Marital breakup. The precipitating causes of marital disruption
seem to fall mainly into economic or sexual categories. As noted,
the husband has little credit with his wife to tide him over periods
of unemployment. Wives seem very willing to withdraw commitment from husbands who are not bringing money into the house.
They take the point of view that he has no right to take up space
around the house, to use its facilities, or to demand loyalty from her.
Even where the wife is not inclined to press these claims, the husband tends to be touchy because he knows that such definitions are
usual in his group, and he may, therefore, prove difficult for even a
well-meaning wife to deal with. As noted above, if husbands do not
work they tend to play around. Since they continue to maintain some
contact with their peer groups, whenever they have time on their
hands they move back into the world of the street system and are
likely tt, get: involved in activities which pose a threat to their
family relationships.
Drink is a great enemy of the lower-class housewife, both white
and Negro. Lower-class wives fear their husband's drinking because

it costs money, because the husband may become violent and take
out his frustrations on his wife, and because drinking may lead to
sexual involvements with other women.21
The combination of economic problems and sexual difficulties can

be seen in the case of the following couple in their early twenties:
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When the field worker first came to know them, the Wilsons seemed to
be working hard to establish a stable family life. The couple had been
married about three years and had a two-year-old son. Their apartment
was very sparsely furnished but also very clean. Within six weeks the
couple had acquired several rooms of inexpensive furniture and obviously had gone to a great deal of effort to make a liveable home. Husband and wife worked on different shifts so that the husband could take
care of the child while the wife worked. They looked forward to saving
enough money to move out of the housing project into a nv,re &Arable
neighborhood. Six weeks later, however, the husband had lost his job.
He and his wife were in great conflict. She made him feel unwelcome at
home and he strongly suspected her of going out with other men. A short
time later they had separated. It is impossible to disentangle the various
factors involved in this separation into a sequence of cause and effect,
but we can see something of Lie impact of the total complex.
First Mr. Wilson loses his job: "I went to work one lay and the man
told me that I would have to work until 1:00. I asked him if there would
be any extra pay for working overtime and he said no. I asked him why

and he said, If you don't like it you can kiss my ass.' He said that to

me. I said, 'Why do I have to do all that?' He said, 'Because I said so.'
I wanted to jam (fight) him but I said to myself I don't want to be that
ignorant, I don't want to be as ignorant as he is, so I just cut out and
left. Later his father called me (it was a family firm) and asked why
I left and I told him. He said, 'If you don't want to go along with my
son then you're fired.' I said O.K. They had another Negro man come
in to hel i me part time before they fired me. I think they were trying
to have In work full time because he worked for them before. He has
seven kids and he takes their shit"
The field worker observed that things were not as hard as they could
be because his wife had a job, to which he replied, 'Yeah, I know, that's
where the trouble is. My wife has become independent since she
began working. If I don't get a job pretty soon Ill go crazy. We have
a lot of little arguments about nothing since she got so independent."
He went on to say that his wife had become a completely different
person recently; she was hard to tPlIc ±e becau.e., she feit. Cuat now that
she was working and he was not there was nothing that he could tell
her. On her last pay day his wife did not return home for three days;
vil-wa she did she bad only seven cents left from her pay check. He said
that he loved his wife very much and had begged her to quit fooling
around. He is pretty sure that she is having an affair with the man with
whom she rides to work. To make matters worse his wife's sister counsels
her that she does not have to stay home with him as long as he is out
of work. Finally the wife moved most of their furniture out of the apartment so that he came home to find an empty apartment. He moved back
to his parents' home (also in the housing project).
One interesting effect of this experience was the radical change in the
husband's attitudes to:wad race relations. When he and his wife were
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doing well together and hat' hopes of moving up in the world he was
quite critical of Negroes; "Our people are not ready for integration in
many cases because they really don't know how to act. You figure if our
people don't want to be bothered with whites then why in hell should
the white man want to be bothered with them. There are some of us
who are ready; there are others who aren't quite ready yet so I don't see
why they're doing all of this hollering." A scarce eight months later he
addr.med white people as he spoke for two hours into a tape recorder,
"If we're willing to be with you, why aren't you willing to be with us?
Do our color make us look dirty and low down and cheap? Or do you
know the real meaning of 'nigger'? Anyone can be a nigger, white,
colored, orange or any other color. It's something that you labeled us
with. You put us away like you put a can away on the
shelf with a
label on it. The can is marked 'Poison: stay away from it.' You want us
to help build your country but you don't want us to live in it. . . . You
give me respect; I'll give you respect. If you threaten to take
life,
I'll take yours and believe me I !mow how to take a life. We do my
believe
that man was put here to live together as human beings; not one that's
superior and the one that's a dog, but as human beings. And if you
don't want to live this way then you become the dog and we'll become
the human beings. There's too much corruption, too much hate, too
much one individual trying to step on another. If we don't get together
in a hurry we will destroy each other." It was clear from what the
respondent said that he had been much influenced by Black Muslim
philosophy, yet again and again in his comments one can see the displacement into a public, race relations dialogue of the sense of rage, frustation and victimization that he had experienced in his ill-fated marriage as

Finally, it should be noted that migration plays a part in marital
disruption. Sometimes marriages do not break up in the dramatic
way described above but rather simply become increasingly unsatisfactory to one or both partners. In such a situation the temptation
to move to another city, from South to North, or North to West,
is great. Several wives tole us that their first marriages were broken
when they moved with their children to the North and their hus1,,x. sizzycd &matt
'After we couldn't get along I left the farm and came here and stayed
away three or four days. I didn't come here to stay. I came to visit but
I liked it and so I said, Tm gonna leave!' He said,
he glad if you
do.' Well, maybe he didn't mean it but I thought he did. . . I miss
him sometimes, you know. I think about him I guess. But just in a
small way. That's what I can't understand about life sometimes; you
knowhow people can go on like that and still break up and meet
somebody else. Why couldn'toh, I don't 'mow!'

The gains and losses in marriage and in the post-marital state
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often seem quite comparable. Once they have had the
experience of
marriage, many women in the Negro slum culture see little to
recommend it in the future, important as the first marriage may
have been in establishing their maturity and respectability.
The house of mothers. As we have seen, perhaps a majority of
mothers in the Negro slum community spend at least part of their
mature life as mothers heading a family. The Negro mother may be

a working mother or she may be an AFDC mother, but in either
case she has the problems of maintaining a household, socializing
her children, and achieving for herself some sense of membership in
relations with other women and with men. As is apparent from the
earlier discussion, she often receives her training in how to run
such a household by observing her own mother manage without a
husband. Similarly she often learns how to run a three-generation
household because she herself brought a third generation into her
home with her first, premarital, pregnancy.
Because men are not expected to be much help around the
house, having to be head of the household is not particularly intimidating to the Negro mother if she can feel some security about
income. She knows it is a hard, hopeless, and often thankless task,
but she also knows that it is possible. The maternal household in
the slum is generally run with a minimum of organization.
The
children quickly learn to fend for themselves, to go to the store, to
make small purchases, to bring change home, to watch
Liter themselves when the mother has to be out of the home, to ammo- themselves, to set their own schedules of sleeping, eating, and going to
school Housekeeping practices may be poor, furniture takes a
terrific beating from the children, and emergencies constantly arise.
The Negro mother in this situation copes by not setting too :sigh
standards for herself, by letting things take their course. Life is
most difficult when there are babies and preschool children around
because then the mother is confined to the home. If she is a grandmother and the children are her daughter's, she is often
confined
since it is taken as a matter of course that the mother has the
right
to continue her outside activities and that the grandmother has the
duty to be responsible for the child.
In this culture there is little of the sense of the awesome responsi-

bility of caring for children that is characteristic of the working
and middle class. There is noZ. the deep psychological involvement
with babies which has been observed with the working-class
mother." The baby's needs are cared for 9n a catch-as -catch -can
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basis. If there are other children around and they happen to Ifice
babies, the baby can be over-stimulated; if this is not the case, the
baby is left alone a good deal of the time. As quickly as he can move
around he learns to fend for himself.

The three-generation maternal household is a busy place. In
contrast to working- and middle-class homes it tends to be open to
the world, with many non-family members coming in and out at

all times as the children are visited by friends, the teenagers by
their boy friends and girl Mends, the mother by her friends and perhaps an occasional boy Mend, and the grandmother by fewer Mends
but still by an occasional boy friend.
The openness of the household is, among other things, a reflec-

tion of the mother's sense of impotence in the face of the street
system. Negro lower-class mothers often indicate that they try very

hard to keep their young children at home and away from the
streets; they often seem to make the children virtual prisoners in
the home. As the children grow and go to school they inevitably
do become involved in peer-group activities. The mother gradually
gives up, feeling that once the child is lost to this pernicious outside world there is little silt) can do to continue to control hiyn and
direct his development. She will try to limit the types of activities

that go on in the home and to restrict the kinds of friends that
her children can bring into the home, but even this she must give
up as time goes on, as the children become older and less attentive
to her direction.
The grandmothers in their late forties, fifties, and sixties tend
increasingly to stay at home. The home becomes a kind of court at
which other family members gather and to which they bring their
Mends for sociability, and as a by-product provide amusement and
entertainment for the mother. A grandmother may provide a home
for her daughters, their children, and sometimes their children's
children, and yet receive very little in a m.ter:al way from
but one of the things she does receive is a sense of human involvement, a sense that although life may have passed her by she is not
completely isolated from it.

The lack of control that mothers have over much that goes on
in their households is most dramatically apparent in the fact that
their older children seem to have the right to come home at any time
once they have moved and to stay in the home without contributing
to its maintenance. Though the mother may be resentful about being taken advantage of, she does not feel she can turn her children
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away. For example, sixty-five-year-old Mrs. Washington plays
hostess for weeks or months at a time to her forty-year-old daughter
and
her small children, and to her twenty-three-year-old
granddaughter

and her children. When these daughters come home with their
families the grandmother is expected to take care of the young
children and must argue with her daughter and
granddaughter to
receive contributions to the daily household ration of food and

liquor. Or, a twenty-year-old son comes home from the Air Force
and feels he has the right to live at home without working and to
run up an eighty-dollar long-distance telephone bill.
Even aged parents living alone in small apartments sometimes
acknowledge such obligations to their children or grandchildren.
Again, the only clear return they receive for their hmpitality is the
reduction of isolation that comes from having people around and
interesting activity going on. When in the Washington home the
daughter and granddaughter and their children move in with the
grandmother, or when they come to visit for shorter periods of time,
the occasion has a party atmosphere. The women sit around talking
and reminiscing. Though boy friends may be present, they take little
part; instead they sit passively, enjoying the stories and drinking

along with the women. It would seem that in this kind of party
activity the women aye defined as the stars. Grandmother,

daughter,
and granddaughter in turn take the center of the stage telling
a
story from the family's past, talking about a particularly interesting
night cut on the town or just making some general observation
about life. In the course of these events a good deal of liquor is
consumed. In such a household as this little attention is paid to the
children since the competition by adults for attention is stiff.
Boy friends, not husbands. It is with an understanding of the
problems of isolation which older mothers have that we can obtain
the best insight into the role and function of boy friends in the
maternal household. Tho older mothers, surrounded by their own
children and grandchildren, are not able to move freely in the
outside world, to participate in the high life which they enjoyed
when younger and more foot-loose. They are disillusioned with marriage as providing any more secure economic base than
they can
achieve on their own. They see marriage as involving just another
responsibility without a concomitant rewardIt's the greatest
thing in the world to come home in the afternoon and not have some
curly headed twot in the house yellin' at me and ask in' me where
supper is, where rue been, what I've been doin', and who I've been
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seein'." In this situation the woman is tempted to form relationships
with men that are not so demanding as marriage but still provide
companionship and an opportunity for occasional sexual gratification.
There seem to be two kinds of boy friends. Some boy friends
'pimp" off mothers; they extract payment in food or money for their
companionship. This leads to the custom sometimes called 'Mother's
Day," the tenth of the month when the AFDC checks come." On
this day one can observe an influx of men into the neighborhood,
and much partying. But there is another kind of boy Mend, perhaps

more numerous than the first, who instead of being paid for his
services pays for the right to be a pseudo family member. He may
be the father of one of the woman's children and for this rea5;on

makes a steady contribution to the family's suppoft, or he may simply

be a man whose company the mother enjoys and who makes

reasonable gifts to the family for the time he spends with them
(and perhaps implicitly for the sexual favors he receives). While
the boy friend does not assume fatherly authority within the
family, he often is known and liked by the children. The older
children appreciate the meaningfulness of their mother's relationship
with himone girl said of her mother's boy friend:
We don't none of us (the children) want her to marry again. It's all
right if she wants to live by herself and hive a boy friend. Its not because
we're afraid we're going to have some more sisters and brothers, which
it wouldn't make us v_rach difference, but I think she be too old?

Even when the boy friend contributes ten or twenty dollars a
month to the family he is in a certain sense getting a bargain. If he
is a well-accepted boy Mend he spends considerable time around
the house, has a chance to relax in an atmosphere less competitive
than that of his peer group, is fed and cared for by the woman, yet
has no responsibilities which he cannot renounce when he wishes.
When women have stable relationships of this kind with boy Mends
they often consider marrying them -,t are reluctant to take such a
step. Even the well-liked boy hien1 some shortcomingsone
woman said of her boy Mend:
Well he 1,,,,orks; I know that. He seems to be a nice person, kind
hearted. He believes in survival for me and my family. He don't much
mind sharing with my youngsters. If I ask him for a helping hand he
don't seem to mind that. The only part I dislike is his drinking."
The woman in this situation has worked out a reasonably stable
adaptation to the problems of her life; she is fearful of upsetting
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this adaptation by marrying again. It seems easier to take the
"sweet" part of the relationship with a man without the complexities
that marriage might involve.
It is in the light of this pattern of women living in families and
men living by themselves in rooming houses, odd rooms, here and
there, that we can understand Daniel Patrick Moynihan's observa-

tion that during their mature years men simply disappear; that is.
that census data show a very high sex ratio of women to men. 25 In
St. Louis, starting at the age rango twenty to twenty-four there are
only seventy-two men for every one hundred women. This ratio
does not climb to ninety until the age range fifty to fifty-four. Men
often do not have real homes; they move about from one household
where they haw; kinship or sexual ties to another; they live in flop
houses and morning houses; they spend time in institutions. They
are not household members in the only "homes" that they have
the homes of their mothers and of their girl friends.

It is in this kind of world that boys and girls in the Negro slum
community learn their sex roles. It is not just, or even mainly, that
fathers are often absent but that the male role models around boys
are ones which emphasize expressive, affectional techniques for
maL.4--g one's way in the world. The female role models available to
girls emphasize an exaggerated self-sufficiency (from the point of
view of the middle class) and the danger of allowing oneself to be
dependent on men for anything that is crucial. By the time she is
mature, the woman learns that she is most secure when she herself
manages the family affairs and when she dominates her men. The
man learns that he exposes himself to the least risk of failure when
he does not assume a husband's and father's responsibilities but
instead counts on his ability to court women and to ingratiate himself with them.

Identity Processes in the Family
Up to this point we have been e mining the sequential development of family stages in the Negro slum community, paying only
incidental attention to the psychological responses family members
make to these social hams and not concerning ourselves with the
effect the family forms have on the psychosocial development of the
children who grow up in them. Now we want to examine the effect
that growing up in this kind of a system has in terms of socialization
and personality development
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Household groups function for cultures in. :.arrying out the initial
phases of socialization and parsonality formation. It is in the family
that the child learns the most primitive categories of existence and
experience, and that he develops his most de( ply held beliefs about
the world and about himself 21 From the ch ld's point of view, the

household is the world; his experiences as le moves out of it into
the larger world are always it terpreted in ):erms of his particular
experience within the home. The painful eqeriences which a child
in the Negro slum culture has are, there!ore interpreted as in some
sense a reflection of this family world. The mpact of thy; system of
victimization is transmitted though the family; the chIJ.ci cannot be
expected to have the soplaistication an outside observer has for
seeing exactly where the villaLas are. From the child's point of view,
if he is hungry it is his parents' fault; if he experience; frustrations
in the streets or in the schodi it is his parr nts? fault; if that world
seems incomprehensible to :dim it is his .parents' fault; if people
are aggressive or destructive toward earl other it is his parents'
fault, not that of a system of race relatiom. In another culture this
might not be the case; if a subculture could exist which provided
vrorld and the individual
comfort and security within its
experienced frustration only when he :calved out into the larger
society, the family might not be thouglot so much to blame. The
effect of the caste system, however, is to bring home through a
chain of cause and effect all of the victimization processes, and to
bring them home in such a way that it, F; often very difficult even
for adults in the system to see the conned ion between the pain they
feel at the moment and the structured tterns of the caste system.
Let us take as a central question that of ideniity formation
within the Negro slum family. We are concerned with the question
of who the individual believes himself to be and to be becoming.
For Erikson, identity means a sense of continuity and social sameness which bridges what the individual. "was as a child and what he
is about to become and also reconciles his conception of himself
and his community's recognition of him." Thus identity is a "selfrealization coupled with a mutual recognition.'" In the early childhood years identity is family:bound since the child's identity is his
identity visa-vis other members of the family. Later he incorporates
into his sense of who he is and is becoming his experiences outside
the family, but always infaiencecl by Om interpretations and evaluations of those experiences that the famiiy gives. As the child tries on
identities, announces them, the family sits as judge of his preten200
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sions. Family members are both the most important judges and the
most critical ones, since who he is allowed to become affects them
in their own identity strivings more cruciatly than it affects anyone
else. The child seeks a senie of valid idea dty, a sense of being a
particular person with a satisfactory degree of congruence between
who he feels he is, who he announces him a: elf to be, and where he
feels his society places him,28 He is unconn ortable when he experiences disjunction between his own need.; and the kinds of needs
legitimated by those around him, or when he feels a disjunction
between his sense of himself and the image of himself that others
play back to him."
"Tell it like it is." When families beet, gine involved in important
quarrels the psychosocial underpinnings of family life are laid bare.

One such quarrel in a family we have been studying brings together in one place many of the themen that seem to dominate
identity problems in Negro slum culture, The incident illustrates

in a particularly forceful and dramatic sin; y family processes which
our field work, and some other contemportry studies of slum family
life, suggests unfold more subtly in a great many families at the
lower-class leveL The family involved, the Johnsons, is certainly
not the most clisorgardzal one we have studied; in some respects
their way of life represents a realistic adeptation to the hard living
of a family nineteen year on AFDC with a monthly income of $202
for nine people. The two oldest daughters, Mary Jane (eighteen
years old) and Esther (sixteen) are pre pant; Mary Jane has one
illegitimate child. The adolescent sons, Bob and Richard, are much
involved in the social and sexual activities of their peer group. The
three other children, ranging in age frcm twelve to fourteen, are
apparently also moving into this kind ea f peer-group society.
When the argument started Bob and EsthT were alone in the apartment
with Mary Jane's baby. Esther took exception to Bob's playing with the
baby because she had been left in chargo; the argument quickly progressed to a fight in which Bob cuffed Esther around, and she tried to
cut him with a knife. The police were called and subdued Bob with
their nightsticks. At this point the rest of the family and the field worker
arrived. As the argument continued, these themes relevant to the analysis
which follows appeared:
1) The sisters said that Bob was not tlhotir brother (he is a half-brother
to Esther, and Mary Jane's fun brother). Indeed, they said their
mother 'didn't have no husband. These kids don't even know who
their daddies are." The mother del ended herself by saying that she
had one legal husband, and one corimon-law husband, no more.
2) The sisters said that their father; had never done anything for
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them
them, nor had their mother. She retorted tha: she had raised
babies.
would
care
for
their
"to the age of womanhood" and now
a chance (a
3) Esther continued to threaten to cut Bob if she got who
required
month later they fought again, and she did cut Bob,
twenty-one stitches).
19, brothers and
4) The sisters accused their mother of favoring their
that the girls
asked her to put them (Jut of the house. She retorted
the
to
maintaining
were as lazy, that they made no contribution
support
household, could not get their be friends to many them or
their children, that all the support came from her AFDC cneck.
her OWICe
Mary Jane retorted that the baby has a check of mother
refused to
5) The girls threatened to leave the house if their
force
their
boy
friends
put their brothers out. They said they could
to support them by taking them to court, and Esther threatened to

cut her boy friend's throat if he did not co-operate.wished but that she
6) Mrs. Johnsen said the girls could leave if they
would keep their babies; "I'll not have it, not knowing who's taking

care of them."

at all of this, Esther told
7) When her thirteen-year-old sister laughed
would be pregnant within a year.

her not to laugh because she, too,
his brother by saying
8) When Bob laughed, Esther attacked him and
that both were not man enough to make babies, as she and her
sister had been able to do.
- _ LL__ NES10u
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. . . They sit
see, Joe, how hard it is for me to bring up a family. and
not their

around and talk to me like I'm some kind of a dog
mother."

follows that
10) Finally, it is important to note for the analysis which "bitch,"
and
the following libelslalack-assed," "black bastard," Mary Jane,
other profane termswere liberally used by Esther and
and rather less liberally by their mother, to refer to each other, to
the girls' boy friends, to Bob, and to the thirteen-year-old daughter.
Several of the themes outlined previously appear forcefully in
the course of this argument. In the last year and a half the mother
to add two more
has become a grandmother and expects shortly granted
that it is
grandchildren to her household. She takes it for
and that she has the
her responsibility to care for the grandchildren
children since her own
right to decide what will be done with the
daughters are not fully responsible. She makes this very clear to

threat which they do not
them when they threaten to move out, a
really wish to make good nor could they if they wished to.

However, only as an act of will is Mrs. Johnson able to make this
with the tendency of her adolesa family. She must constantly cope
and to deny that they are
cent children to disrupt the family group
"The baby has a
in fact a family"H e ain't no brother of mine";
exactly what processes
check of her own." Though we do not know
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communicate these facts to the children it is clear that in growing
up they have learned to regard themselves as not fully part of a
solidary collectivity. During the quarrel this message was reinforced for the twelve-, thirteen-, and fourteen-year-old daughters by
the four-way argument among their older sisters, older brother, and
their mother.
The argument represents vicious unmasking of the individual
members' pretenses to being competent individuals." The efforts of
the two girls to present themselves as masters of their own fate are
unmasked by the mother. The girls in turn unmask the pretensions
of the mother and of their two brothers. When the thirteen-year-old
daughter expresses some amusement they turn on her telling her
that it won't be long before she too becomes pregnant. Each member of the family in turn is told that he can expect to be no more
than a victim of his world, but that this is somehow inevitably his
own fault.
In this argument masculinity is consistently demeaned. Bob has
no right to play with his niece, the boys are not really masculine
because at fifteen and sixteen years they have yet to father children,
their own fathers were no goods who failed to do anything for their
family. These notions probably come originally from the mother,
who enjoys recounting the story of having her common-law husband
imprisoned for nonsupport, but this comes back to haunt her as her
daughters accuse her of being no better than they in ability to force
supporz and nurturance from a man. In contrast, the girls came off
somewhat getter than the boys, although they must accept the label
of stupid girls because they have similarly failed and inconveniently
become pregnant in the first place. At least they can and have had

children and therefore have some meaningful connection with the
ongoing substance of life. There is something important and dramatic in which they participate, while the boys, despite their sexual
activity, "can't get no babies?'

In most societies, as children grow and are formed by their
elders into suitable members of the society they gain increasingly a
sense of competence and ability to master the 'behavioral environ-

ment their particular world presents. But in Negro slum culture
growing up involves an ever-increasing appreciation of one's shortcomings, of the impossibility of finding a self-sufficient and gratifying way of living.81 It is in the family first and most devastatingly
that one learns these lessons. As the child's sense of frustration builds

he too can strike out and unmask the pretensions of others. The
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result is a peculiar strength and a pervasive weakness. The strength
involves the ability to tolerate and defend against degrading verbal
and physical aggressions from others and not to give up completely.
The weakness involves the inability to embark hopefully on any
course of action that might make things better, particularly action
which involves cooperating and trusting attitudes toward others.
Family members become potential enemies to each other, r._ the
frequency of observing the police being called in to settle family
quarrels brings home all too dramatically.
The conceptions parents have of their children are such that they
ara constantly alert as the child matures to evidence that he is as
bad as everyone else. That is, in lower-class culture human nature
is conceived of as essentially bad, destructive, immoral." This is the
nature of things. Therefore any one child must be inherently bad

unless his parents are very lucky indeed. If the mother can keep
the child insulated from the outside world, she feels she may be
able to prevent his inherent badness from coming out. She feels that
once he is let out into the larger world the badness will come to the
fore since that is his nature. This means that in the identity develop-

ment of the child he is constantly exposed to identity labeling by
his parents as a bad person. Since as he grows up he does not experience his world as particularly gratifying, it is very easy for him
to conclude that this lack of gratification is due to the fact that
something is wrong with him. This, in turn, can readily be assimilated to the definitions of being a bad person offered him by those
with whom he lives." In this way the Negro slum child learns his
culture's conception of being-in-the-world, a conception that emphasizes inherent evil in a chaotic, hostile, destructive world.
Blackness. To a certain extent these same processes operate in
white lower-class groups, but added for the Negro is the reality of
blackness. '`Black-assed" is not an empty pejorative adjective. In the
Negro slum culture several distinctive appellations are used to refer
to oneself and others. One involves the terms, "black" or "nigger."

Black is generally a negative way of naming, but nigger can be
either negative or positive, depending upon the context. It is important to note that, at least in the urban North, the initial development of racial identity in these terms has very little directly to do with
relations with whites. A child experiences these identity placements
in the context of the family and in the neighborhood peer group;
he probably very seldom hears the same terms used by whites (unlike the situation in the South). In this way, one of the effects of
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ghettoization is to mask the ultimate enemy so that the understanding of the fact of victimization by a caste system comes as a late
acquisition laid over conceptions of self and of other Negroes derived from intimate, and to the child often traumatic, experience

within the ghetto community. If, in addition, the child attends a
ghetto school where his Negro teachers either overtly or by implication reinforce his community's negative conceptions of what it means
tr,
black, then the child has little opportunity to develop a more
realistic image of himself and other Negroes as being damaged by

whites and not by themselves. In such a situation, an intelligent
man like Mr. Wibon (quoted on pages 193-194) can say with all
sincerity that he aoes not feel most Negroes are ready for integrationonly under the experience of certain kinds of intense personal
threat coupled with exposure to an ideology that places the responsibility on whites did he begin to see through the direct evidence of his daily experience.
To those living in the heart of a ghetto, black comes to mean not

just "stay back," but also membership in a community of persons
who think poorly of each other, who attack and manipulate each
other, who give each other small comfort in a desperate world.
Black comes to stand for a sense of identity as no better than these
destructive others. The individual feels that he must embrace an
unattractive self in order to function at al
We can hypothesize that in those families that manage to avoid
the destructive identity imputations of 'black' and that manage to
maintain solidarity against such assaults from the world around, is
possible for children to grow up with a sense of both Negro and
personal identity that aPows them to socialize themselves in an

anticipatory way for participation in the larger society." This
broader sense of identity, however, will remain a brittle one as long

az the individual is vulnerable to attack from within the Negro
e..^,nnnuriity as alio thia g but a nigger like everybody else" or from
the white community as 'just a nigger." We can hypothesize further
that the vicious unmasking of essential identity as black described
above is least likely to ot_lur within families where the parents have

some stable sense of s-,.,rity, and where they therefore have less
need to protect themselves by disavowing responsibility for their
children's behavior and denying the children their patrimony as
products of a particular family rather than of an immoral nature and
an evil community.

In sum, we are suggesting that Negro slum children as they
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grow up in their families and in their neighborhoods are exposed
to a set of experiencesand a rhetoric which conceptualizes them
that brings home to the child an understanding of his essence as
a weak and debased person who can expect only partial gratification
of his needs, mid who mast seek even this level of gratification by
less than straight-forward means.
Strategies for living. In every society complex processes of socialization inculcate in their mc,mbers strategies for gratifying the
needs with which they are born and those which the society itself
generates. Inextricably linked to these strategies, both cause and
effect of them, are the existential propositions which members of a
culture entertain about the nature of their world and of effective
action within the world as it is defined for them. In most of
American society two grand strategies seem to attract the allegiance
of its members and guide their day-to-day actions. I have called
these strategies those of the good life and of career success." A
good life strategy involves efforts to get along with others and not
to rock the boat, a comfortable familism grounded on a stable work
career for husbands in which they perform adequately at the modest
jobs that enable them to be good providers. The strategy of career
success is the choice of ambitious men and women who see life as
providing opportunities to move from a lower to a higher status, to
"accomplish something," to achieve greater than ordinary material
well-being, prestige, and social recognition. Both of these strategies

are predicated on the assumption that the world is inherently
rewarding if one behaves properly and does his part. The rewards
of the world may come easily or only at the cost of great effort, but
at least they are there.
In the white and particularly in the Negro slum worlds little in
the experience that individuals have as they grow up sustains a
belief in a rewarding world. The strategies that seem appropriate
are not those of a good, family-based life or of a career, but rather
strategies for survival.
Much of what has been said above can be summarized as encouraging three kinds of survival strategies. One is the strategy of
the expressive life style which I have described elsewhere as an
effort to make yourself interesting and attractive to others so that
you are better able to manipulate their behavior along lines that
will provide some immediate gratification.w Negro slum culture
provides many examples of techniques for seduction, of persuading
others to give you what you want in situations where you have
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very little that is tangible to offer in return. In order to get what
you want you learn to 'work game," a strategy which requires a

high development of a certain kind of verbal facility, a sophisticated
manipulation of promise and interim reward. When the expressive
strategy fails or when it is unavailable there is, of course, the great
temptation to adopt a violent strategy in which you force others to
give you what au need once you fail to win it by verbal and other
symbolic means of Finally, and increasingly as members of the
Negro slum culture grow older, there is the depressive strategy in
which goals are increasingly constricted to the bare necessities for
survival (not as a social being but simply as an organism)." This

is the strategy of "I don't bother anybody and I hope nobody's
gonna bother me; rm simply going through the motions to keep
body (but not soul) together." Most low-class people follow
mixed strat%*.el, as Walter Miller has observed, alternating among
the excitement of the expressive style, the desperation of the violent

style, and the deadness of the depressed style." Some members of
the Negro slum world experiment from time to time with mixed
strategies that also incorporate the stable working-class model of
the good American life, but this latter strategy is exceedingly vulnerable to the threats of unemployment er a less than adequate pay
check, on the one hand, and the seduction and violence of the slum
world around them, on the other.
Remedic Finally, it is clear that we, no less than the inhabitants
of the ghetto, are not masters of their fate because we are not
masters of our own total society. Despite the battles with poverty
on many fronts we can find little evidence to sustain our hope of
winning the war given current programs and strategies.
The question of strategy is particularly crucial when one moves
from an examination of destructive cultural and interaction patterns
Negro families to the question of how these families might
achieve a more stable and gratifying life. It is tempting to see the
family as the main villain of the piece, and to seek to develop
programs which attack directly this family pathology. Should we
not have e-Atensive prograwb of family therapy, family counseling,
family-life education, and the like? Is this not the prerequisite to
enabling slum Negro families to take advantage of other opportunities? Yet, how pale such efforts seem compared to the deepseated problems of self-image and family process described above.
Can an army of social workers undo the damage of three hundred
years by talking and listening without massive changes in the social
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and economic situations of the families with whom they are to
deal? And, if such changes take place, will the social-worker army
be needed?
If we are right that present Negro family patterns have been
created as adaptations to a particular socioeconomic situation, it
would make more sense to change that socioeconomic
situation and
then depend upon the people involved to make
new adaptations as
time goes on. If Negro providers have steady jobs and decent
incomes, if Negro children have some realistic expectation of moving toward such a goal, if slum Negroes come to feel that they
have the chance to affect their own futures and to receive respect
from those around them, then ( and only then) the destructive
patterns described are likely to change. The change, though slow
and uneven from individual to individual, will in a certain sense be
automatic because it will represent an adaptation to changed socioeconomic circumstances which have direct and highly valued implications for the person.
It is possible to think of three kinds of extra-family change that
are required if family patterns are to change; these are outlined
below as pairs of current deprivations and needed remedies:

I
I

Deprivation effect of
caste viaiiinizalion

I.

Poverty

II. Trained incapacity to function
in a bureaucratized and industrialized world
III. Powerlessness and stigmatization

Needed remedy

Employment income for men; income maintenance for mothers
Meaningful education of the next
generation
Organizational participation fo- aggressive pursuit of- Negroes' selfinterest

Strong sanctions against callous or
indifferent service to slum Negroes

Pride in group identity, Negro and
American

Unless the major effort is to provide these kinds
of remedies, there
is a very real danger that programs to abetter the
structure of the
Negro family' by direct intervention will serve the unintended functions of distracting the country from the pressing
needs for socioeconomic reform and providing an alibi for the failure to embark
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on the basic institutional changes that are needed to do anything
about abolishing both white and Negro poverty. It would be sad,
indeed, if, after the Negro revolt brought to national prominence
the continuing problem of p-,verty, our expertise about Negro slum
culture served to deflect the national impulse into symptom-treatment
rather than basic reform. If that happens, social scientists will have
served those they study poorly indeed.
Let us consider each of the needed remedies in terms of its
probable impact on the family. First, the problem of poverty:. employed men are less likely to leave their families than are unemployed men, and when they do stay they are more likely to have
the respect of their wives and children. A program whose sole
effect would be to employ at reasonable wages slum men for work
using the skills they now have would do more than any other
possible program to stabilize slum family life. But the wages mast
be high enough to enable the man to maintain his self-respect as a
provider, and stable enuirg,h t3 make it worthwhile to change the
nature of his adaptation to his world (no one-year emergency
programs will de), Once men learn that work pays off it would
be possible to recruit men for part-time retraining for more highly
skilled jobs, but the initial err-phasic must be on the provision of
full-time, permanent unskilled jobs. Obviously it will be easier to do
this in the context of full employment and a tight labor market.4°
For at least a generation, however, there will continue to be a
large number of female-headed households. Given the demands of
socializing a new generation for non-slum living, it is probably
uneconomical to encourage mothers to work. Rather, income
maintenance programs must be increased to realistic levels, and
mothers must be recognized as doing socially useful work for
which they are paid rather than as "feeding at the public trough."
The bureaucratic morass which currently hampers flexible strategies
of combining employment income and welfare payments to make
ends meet must also be modified if young workers are not to be
pushed prematurely ntit of the home.
Education has the second priority. (It is second only because
without stable family income arrangements the school system must
work against the tremendous resistance of compeer g life-style
adaptations to poverty and economic insecurity.) As Kenneth Clark
has argued so effectively, slum schools now function more to stultify
and discourage slum children than to stimulate and train them. The
capacity of educators to alibi their lack of commitment to their
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charges is protean. The making of a different kind of generation
must be taken by educators as a stimulating and worthwhile challenge. Once the goal has been accepted they must be given the
resources with which to achieve it and the flexibility necessary to
experiment with different approaches to accomplish the goal. Education must be broadly conceived to include much more than
classroom work, and probably more than a nine-months schedule."
If slum children can come to see the schools as representing a
really likely avenue of escape from their difficult situation ( even
before adolescence they know it is the only possible escape) then
their commitment to school activities will feed back into their
families in a positive way. The parents will feel proud rather than
ashamed, and they will feel less need to damn the child as a way
to avoid blaming themselves for his failure. The sense of positive
family Identity will be enriched as the child becomes an attractive
object, an ego resource, to his parents. Because he himself feels
more competent, he will see them as less depriving and weak If
children's greater commitment to school begins to reduce their
involvement in destructive or aimless peer-group activities this too
will repercuss positively on the family situation since parents will
worry less about their children's involvement in an immoral outside
world, and be less inclined to deal with them in harsh, rejecting, or
indifferent ways.
Cross-cutting the deprivations of poverty and trained incapacity
is the fact of powerlessness and stigmatization. Slum people know

that they have little ability to protect themselves and to force
recognition of their abstract rights. They know that they are looked

down on and scape-goated. They are always vulnerable to the
slights, insults, and indifference of the white and Negro functionaries

with whom they dealpolicemen, social workers, school teachers,
landlords, employers, retailers, janitors. To come into contact with
others carries the constant danger of moral attack and insult" If
processes of status degradation within families are to be interrupted,
then they must be interrupted on the outside first.

One way out of the situation of impotence and dammed-up
n -group aggression is the organization of meaningful protest
against the larger society. Such protest can and will take many
forms, not always so neat and rational as the outsider might hope.
But coupled with, and supporting, current programs of economic
and educational change, involvement of slum Negroes in organizational activity can do a great deal to build a sense of pride and
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potency. While only a very small minority of slum Negroes can
be expected to participate personally in such movements, the vicarious involvement of the majority can have important effects on
their sense of self-respect and worth.
Some of the needed changes probably can be made from the
top, by decision in Washington, with minimal effective organization
within the slum; but others can come only in response to aggressive
pressure on the part of the victims themselves. This is probably
particularly true of the entrenched tendency of service personnel
to enhance their own sense of self and to indulge their
middle-class
ressentiment by stigmatizing and exploiting those they serve. Only
effective protest can change eutioutio patteim of police harassment
and brutality, or teachers' indifference and insults, or butchers'
heavy thumbs, or indifferent street cleaning and ga.-bage
disposal.
And the goal of the protest must be to make this kind of insult to
the humanity of the slum-dweller too expensive for the perpetrator
to afford; it must cost him election defeats, suspensions without
pay, job dismissals, license revocations, fines, and the like.
To the extent that the slum dweller avoids stigmatization in the
outside world, he will feel more fully a person within the family
and better able to function constructively within it since he will not
be tempted to make up deficits in self-ester m in ways that are
destructive of family solidarity. Theme" of personal identity and
the multiple "we" of family, Negro, and American identity are all
inextricably linked; a healthier experience of identity in any one
sector will repercuss on all the others.
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